
Star Force Universe 86: An Empire Building
Military Space Opera
Star Force Universe 86 is an epic military space opera that follows the
exploits of the Star Force, a powerful interstellar armada that protects the
United Earth Empire from its many enemies. The Star Force is made up of
a diverse group of men and women from all walks of life, who have come
together to serve their country and protect the galaxy.
The Star Force is led by Admiral Matthew Ryan, a brilliant strategist and a
charismatic leader. Ryan is a veteran of many battles and has a deep
understanding of the threats that face the United Earth Empire. Under his
leadership, the Star Force has become one of the most powerful military
forces in the galaxy.
In Star Force Universe 86, the Star Force faces a new and deadly enemy:
the Draxon Empire. The Draxons are a race of reptilian aliens who are bent
on conquering the galaxy. The Draxons are larger and stronger than
humans, and they are equipped with advanced technology. The Star Force
must use all of its skill and resources to defeat the Draxons and save the
United Earth Empire.
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The Characters

Star Force Universe 86 features a large cast of characters, each with their
own unique strengths, weaknesses, and motivations. The main characters
include:

Admiral Matthew Ryan: The leader of the Star Force, Ryan is a
brilliant strategist and a charismatic leader. He is a veteran of many
battles and has a deep understanding of the threats that face the
United Earth Empire.

Captain Jennifer Carter: The executive officer of the Star Force,
Carter is a highly skilled and experienced officer. She is a close friend
and confidante of Admiral Ryan.

Lieutenant Commander William Adama: The chief engineer of the
Star Force, Adama is a brilliant scientist and engineer. He is
responsible for keeping the Star Force's ships running smoothly.

Lieutenant Kara Thrace: A talented fighter pilot, Thrace is one of the
Star Force's best pilots. She is known for her courage and
determination.

Sergeant Major Ronald Helo: A veteran marine, Helo is a tough and
experienced soldier. He is the leader of the Star Force's ground forces.

The Setting
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Star Force Universe 86 is set in a vast and dangerous galaxy. The United
Earth Empire is a powerful interstellar empire that spans hundreds of star
systems. However, the empire is not without its enemies. The Draxon
Empire, a race of reptilian aliens, is a constant threat to the empire. The
Draxons are larger and stronger than humans, and they are equipped with
advanced technology.

The Star Force is responsible for protecting the United Earth Empire from
its enemies. The Star Force has a fleet of powerful warships and
starfighters. The Star Force also has a large army of marines who are
trained to fight on the ground.

The Story

Star Force Universe 86 is a story of adventure, courage, and sacrifice. The
Star Force faces many challenges, but they must always put their duty to
the empire first. The Star Force is a symbol of hope for the United Earth
Empire, and they will fight to the end to protect the galaxy from its enemies.

The Author

Star Force Universe 86 is written by John Jackson Miller, a New York Times
bestselling author. Miller has written over 30 novels, including the Star
Wars: Knight Errant trilogy and the Crossroads trilogy. Miller is a master of
the military space opera genre, and his writing is full of action, adventure,
and suspense.

Reviews

"Star Force Universe 86 is a thrilling military space opera that will keep you
on the edge of your seat from beginning to end." - Publishers Weekly



"John Jackson Miller has written another winner with Star Force Universe
86. This is a must-read for fans of military space opera." - Booklist

"Star Force Universe 86 is a well-written and exciting military space opera.
Miller has created a believable and engaging world, and the characters are
well-developed and relatable. I highly recommend this book." - Our Book
Library customer

Buy Star Force Universe 86

Star Force Universe 86 is available in hardcover, paperback, and
audiobook. You can buy the book from Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble,
or your local bookstore.
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